
Pennsylvania Light Artillery, Battery B, Petersburg, Virginia 1864





1863



Captain Charles A. and Sergeant John M. Hawkins, Company E, "Tom 

Cobb Infantry," Thirty-eigth Regiment, Georgia Volunteer Infantry 1861-62



Gettysburg, July 1863
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Ruins of Gallego Flour Mills, Richmond

 1865

Sergeant Alex Rogers with Battle Flag, Eighty-third Pennsylvania Volunteers, Third 

Brigade, First Division, Fifth Corps, Army of the Potomac, 1863



After Secession, the Southern states quickly designed and adopted a new flag, the First 
National Flag of the Confederacy, more commonly known as the "Stars and Bars." Its 
first documented military use was flying over the battered walls of Fort Sumter, as will 
be seen in the next gallery. The flag is composed of a circular field of seven white stars 
set into a dark blue canton. The basic design is seen here in a ninth-plate ambrotype of 
a Confederate soldier’s kepi (military cap) resting on a photographer’s studio table. The 
unknown artist added to the still-life composition a bit of ribbon and a dogwood flower, 
1861.



Game Board with Portraits of President Abraham Lincoln and Union 
Generals, 1862



Matthew Brady’s portrait, 1860



Terre-plein off the Gorge, Fort Sumter, 1861



During the year before the war, stationery shops and printing houses 
satisfied the nation’s partisan spirit by offering their customers mailing 
envelopes and loose sheets imprinted with humorous motifs. The collecting 
and use of what came to be known as "patriotic covers" quickly developed 
into a passion. Even today there is a notable market for Civil War covers, 
particularly those with Confederate themes, which are much rarer because 
of significant paper shortages in the South beginning in late 1862. Most 
covers are printed in one color and exhibit a gallows humor expressed in 
crude, cartoonlike drawings. Among many other subjects, the envelopes 
lampoon Abraham Lincoln and Ulysses S. Grant in the North and Jefferson 
Davis and P. G. T. Beauregard in the South. Here, in further proof that 
photography had fully saturated American society by war’s start, an artist 
working for the Philadelphia publisher A. C. Kline suggests with a wry 
sense of humor that the only possible way Confederate States President 
Jefferson Davis might "take" the nation’s capital is as a photographer with a 
large-view camera.



Matthew Brady’s Studio camera and tripod






